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Oblique aerial view northwest over the confluence of Herbert
and Eagle Rivers, taken 4/29/02 on flight with Rusty Yerxa.
Insets (corresponding to letters on aerial):
a: Snowshoe hare track, 4/1/03 in willowy meadows on State
Parks land.
b: Ribbon-cutting at dedication of the Herbert River Wetlands
property, 7/27/03
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reasons for the study. In 2002, the
Southeast Alaska Land Trust (SEALTrust)
developed a successful funding strategy to
transfer a 157-acre parcel just south of Herbert

ow

alternative names. There seems to be general agreement that we
don’t yet have a good name for this study area. The term “green zone”
has been used recently by SEALTrust and others to describe the entire
northern end of the Juneau road system, from Breadline to Sawmill Creek - a
lightly developed area whose healthy future is a priority for many residents.
“Southern green zone” has also been applied to the smaller subset of most
immediate concern - from the Jensen Arboretum just north of the Shrine of St
Therese out to “Eagle Rec” at the mouth of the Herbert and Eagle Rivers.
Recent documents have also referred to this southern unit as the “Amalga
meadows - Eagle Beach area.” While that term is the probably
most self-explanatory to those new to the discussion, it
doesn’t flow off the tongue or keyboard easily. So
for the purpose of this report, I’ll call the area
Risen Valleys.
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The country between Amalga Harbor
and Eagle River, 24 to 29 miles north of
Juneau Alaska, is geologically and biologically unique. For the past year I’ve pondered
this uniqueness during field studies of the
area’s remarkable valley-bottom wildlife
habitats. The conifer forests of the upland
slopes are important to wildlife, but the
region’s vertebrate “hotspots” are concentrated in the interlinked bottomlands: the
lovely parkland of lower Peterson Creek; the
bear’s “salad bowl” north of SAGA lodge;
the inhabited fen matrix from 25 to 26 mile;
the complex interior mosaic at the
confluence of Herbert and Eagle Rivers; and
the protruding deltaic salt marsh fronting the
most spectacular Boy Scout property in
North America.
What all of these otherwise-diverse
bottomlands hold in common is glacial rebound
- the rising of the land in response to reduced
weight of glaciers. All of the above connected
valleys were intertidal only a few centuries ago, and
the subsequent “post uplift succession” explains a great
deal about their high value to wildlife. I’ve come to think
of the Amalga/Eagle area as the Risen Valleys. The legacy of
glacial rebound on wildlife habitats is emphasized throughout
this report.

River from private to public ownership. That property is
referred to in this report as the Gelsinger Tract, after its
original 1912 homesteader, C.L. Gelsinger (see
“gelsinger” on properties map, appendix D). Concurrently
with this landmark conservation achievement, stakeholders have been discussing ways in which the multiple
ownerships of Risen Valleys can be more effectively
coordinated. One of the ways suggested to ensure perpetuation of the area’s world-class educational and recreational
qualities is to develop an interconnecting trail system.
The idea is appealing. A major N-S trunk trail joining
the Amalga with the Herbert/Eagle country could have
spurs and loops to coastal overlooks, wheelchair-accessible fishing platforms, Landmark Trees and other points
of interest. Such trails would help meet Juneau’s need for
dispersed wildland recreation. But at a meeting of the joint
CBJ Parks & Rec and State Parks advisory boards on Dec
7, 2002, another clear concensus was expressed - that trail
planning without regard to needs of wildlife could damage
the very qualities for which the area is best loved.
To partially address this need, SEALTrust has
contracted with Discovery Southeast to provide a Risen
Valleys habitat map and preliminary wildlife study. These
assignments go hand in hand. Some of the wildlife species
most likely to be affected by intensified human recreation
in Risen Valleys are brown and black bear, otter, mink,
snowshoe hare, hoary marmot and western toad. Our study
has been devoted to these animals and their habitats. We
hope that this “naturalist’s view” of Risen Valleys will
enhance others’ enjoyment and regard for the country.

today’s Herbert trailhead. From there it was only another
mile or two through cottonwood/cranberry forest on raw
floodplain deposits to the wide, swollen snout of Herbert
Glacier and the seaward buttress of Goat Mountain.
Between rebound and glacial recession, that 2-mile
ice-to-ocean trek has now expanded to about 6 or 7 miles.
All of the Risen Valleys habitats described in this
report are still responding to its little ice age history to
varying degrees. Those least affected are mapped as “old”
or “gappy” forest, or in cases of wetland, “bog.” Those
most affected, for example near the Methodist Camp, have
passed through 3 or 4 utterly different “vegtypes” in the
intervening 250 years. A common sequence was nonvegetated to salt marsh to uplift meadow to uplift spruce.

methods
Discovery Southeast’s assignment from SEALTrust
was to provide habitat maps and describe wildlife use of
Risen Valleys. With a great deal of help from Bob
Christensen in the early phases, I created an ArcMap
project for the study area. The various map layers are
based on 1996 black and white NASA digital orthophotos
(DOQs) with 6-foot pixel resolution. Midway through the
study we were given more detailed color infrared photography flown in 2001 at lower elevation by SWCA consultants (appendix I). This newer coverage has been useful in
delineating vegetation types, as was the older 1984 USFS
true color aerial series. We used the latter extensively in
field-friendly stereo slide viewers during ground-truthing
of the vegtype layer of the ArcMap project (p.6). Also
included as layers in ArcMap are:
streams (appendix B) Reflecting their value to
wildlife, streams are color-coded in 3 classes: those with
spawning adult salmon; smaller bottomland streams
supporting young salmonids; and fishless higher-gradient
streams on upland slopes
existing and proposed trails (appendix C) The latter
became a moving target during meetings of the trails
planning group, and have undergone much revision. I
haven’t tried to keep up with every new version. For
updated maps of trail proposals, contact the City and
Borough of Juneau’s Parks & Recreation division.
land ownership (appendix D) For this layer, Bob
Christensen georeferenced the 2001 Juneau Green Zone
map created by CBJ and SEALTrust. Overlaying that map
on DOQs reveals distortions, and the map should not be
relied upon for precise definitions of property borders.
Updates to this map can also be obtained from CBJ.
1:24,000 scale topographic map (appendix E) For
place names and contours on the upland portions.
historic series (appendices F-I) I scanned and
georeferenced the 1910 USGS bedrock map by Adolf
Knopf, and air photos taken in 1948 and 1979. These can
be used to study successional change, human developments, river migrations, etc.
Understanding wildlife use of Risen Valleys was the
driving motivation behind our project. We used both field

little ice age history
I became a naturalist during the 1980s by mapping
and studying the 500-or-so acres to the south of the Eagle
River estuary, where I lived for 12 years. Now, after
another decade’s hiatus, it’s wonderful to return with fresh
insights and new mapping skills, to set down a larger
7000-acre frame over my old stomping grounds, and ask
larger questions.
The Eagle-to-Amalga span makes a logical unit for
wildlife and habitat study. The northwest-trending
interfingering valleys and ridges are linked by a common
history of subsidence during the recent little ice age,
followed by glacial rebound for the past two centuries. On
each high tide in the year 1750, all of the future homesites
north of the Amalga turnoff were submerged beneath salt
water, and “Blowdown Ridge” was briefly an island. An
exceptionally athletic staghorn sculpin could conceivably
have swum up Eagle River and out Amalga salt chuck on a
single high tide. Today, wolves and bears thread the
country using these same rich uplifted valley corridors.
When salt water claimed “26-mile valley,” glaciers
overran the Herbert and Eagle lowlands, almost entering
the country depicted on my Risen Valleys maps. On a
spring goat hunt in 1750, you would paddle a redcedar
canoe as far as possible up the braiding Herbert River
channels on high tide, beaching perhaps 1.5 miles above
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Herbert/Eagle historical series
1910
Bedrock geologic map by Adolph Knopf, USGS.
Horse tram connected Eagle River Landing (south of
mapped area) with Amalga Mine in Eagle valley.
A) Herbert/Eagle confluence was far downstream
of today’s position. B) Tram crossed “South Herbert” in
today’s Bear Bog on Boy Scout Trail. C) Apparently less
than half of Herbert’s flow was in the channel we know
today, because... D) the river split and connected to the
Eagle through this northern area. Rivers were not yet
downcutting, but “aggrading,” ie, still migrating and
building the floodplain. E) Distributary through today’s
goosetongue flats!
Compare positions of A, B, D & E on 1996 photo.
For southward extensions of this map and several
of the air photos, see appendices F through I.

1929
First systematic air photos in SE Alaska were
taken by US Navy. We have only this oblique shot for Eagle
Valley (although verticles were taken elsewhere)
No trees yet grew on Boy Scout delta. Today’s
goosetongue flat (G) was more frequently scoured by tides,
so was largely bare sand and gravel. The 1910 river
distributary (E, above), seems already to have abandoned
its route, leaving Honker Slough as a dead-end channel,
filled only from the south. Country around the future
Methodist camp (M) was largely open uplift meadow. The
modern Herbert Glacier terminus has since receded back to
the line - - - - -

1948
These are the photos upon which most Southeast
topographic maps are still based.
X) Two storm berms enclosed sedgy mudflats. Y)
Main channel was in today’s “Dowitcher Slough” (compare
with position on 1962 photo). Z) Dirt road led to bridge at
today’s Windfall trailhead, accessing the famous Satko
homestead. I haven’t learned the story of the pilings at “?,”
which remain today. Were they a bridge or just a boat
landing?
The Herbert/Eagle confluence had moved
upstream close to today’s position. Rivers were now
downcutting, thus little migration can be detected in
subsequent photos. No brush or spruce had colonized yet on
recently uplifted Hayrake (H) or Strawberry (S) Meadows.
By the mid 1950s, a raft/cable system crossed
Eagle River, accessing the new Methodist Camp at the
northern edge of the strawberry meadows.
About 60 acres of large spruces were clearcut (C)
and floated down the Eagle River
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1962 Recently completed bridges spanned both rivers,
providing car access to the Methodist Camp. The Satko
bridge was gone. Landing area (L) had buildings and trucks
(road construction staging area?)
Compare X & Y to the 1948 photo. River had
shifted north, leaving Y as a side channel (today’s
Dowitcher Slough) and removing the outermost of two
berms at X. Over the span of this photo series you can
watch the river meanders gradually sweep downstream like
a loop in a whipped rope.
First generation of spruces colonized Scouts’
Outer Point (OP) and Inside Ridge (IR). Compare to “fillin” by second generation in 1996 photo. Honker Slough
(HS), initially a dynamic distributary in 1910, lost
connection to river, thus almost no migration occurred
between the 1948 and 1996 photos.

1979 NASA shot all of SE Alaska in color infra-red. The
darker tints between Herbert and Eagle Rivers are spruce
forest on alluvium. Paler forest tints are mostly hemlock on
upland slopes. Smoothest canopy textures are from the 1883
blowdown.
At X, the once-large sedge flats were reduced to a
narrow fringe around Dabbler Lagoon. Dowitcher Slough
(Y), was now dead-end, sealed off by a storm berm at the
west end. High tides still reached the Scouts’ access road
along Inner Ridge, and most of Honker Flats were still
goosetongue. Spruce invaded the Hayrake(H) meadows and
mixed spruce/deciduous stands advanced at S (compare
1962, & 96).
Fresh gravel extraction shows on both sides of
river confluence.

1996 NASA re-flew SE Alaska in color infra-red. Quality
was unfortunately inferior to the 1979 images.
Compare positions of A, B, D & E to the 1910
map. A) is position of the former Herbert/Eagle confluence;
B) the old tram crossing; D) the former Herbert main
channel, now a Forest Service fish enhancement project; E)
where an active distributary once ran through Honker Flats.
Dabbler Lagoon (X) is gone. S) shows the beaver
workings on upper Saturday Creek,
Compare - - - - on the 1979 and 1996 photos. This
is the contact between low marsh (goosetongue/alkaligrass)
and high marsh (taller grasses), migrating seaward with
uplift. Loss of low marsh to the less valuable high marsh
grasses is a serious problem for grazers like geese, deer and
bear, both here and on the Mendenhall wetlands.
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visits and interviews with knowledgeable residents to gather this
information.
Three Discovery Southeast naturalists participated in the field
work: Kathy Hocker, Steve Merli and myself. Volunteer field help
was given by Cathy Pohl, Karla Hart, Cindy Lagoudakis, Bob
Christensen, Cheryl Van Dyke, Kenyon Fields, Ed Mills, Mary
Willson and Bob Armstrong. We made a total of 14 visits between
Jan 2 and July 4, 2003 - some “official” and some incidental to
other activities. During these bushwacking excursions, all animal
sign was recorded and linked to gps waypoints that were downloaded onto the arcmap project. Habitat notes from these outings
were also used to ground-truth the vegtype layer. Digital photos
were taken of habitat and sign features, and these were incorporated
into illustrated daily journals while memory was fresh. The journals
then became the raw material for this report.
To assist in navigation and habitat mapping, a complete collection
of stereo photos from the USFS 1984 1:15,840 true color series for the
project area was assembled in the form of 35-mm slides. These slides can
be inserted into a viewer, giving an easily portable 3D image of the terrain.
In addition to direct observation, we collected wildlife observations from
a number of area residents and frequent users: Ed Mills, Mike Eberhart, Pete
Hagen, Kristie Allen, David Waters, Michelle and Jeff Brown, Sharon Hawkins,
Bill Wildes, Dave Traup, Kristie Ford, Brian McGorry, Walt Chapman, Cathy
Stepien, and Jim Rehfeldt. These notes were also added as a layer to the arcmap
project, and combined with our personal observations to build species-use maps. That
layer is called “pre-study,” and includes some of my notes from 1980 to 1992, when I
lived at Eagle River scout camp.

habitat descriptions
The “vegtype” layer on the Risen Valleys arcmap project has rather abbreviated names, but
they should be fairly self-explanatory. Numbers in parentheses below show scores of 1, 2 or 3 for
the importance of each habitat to wildlife species of greatest concern - that is, the species most “impactable” by proposed
developments. Vegtypes with score of 1 are least valuable to wildlife, thus most appropriate for low-impact trails. Scores
of 3 are most valuable, and trails here will have high costs for native critters.
For more general descriptions of these habitat types, see The Nature of Southeast Alaska, 1992, by O’Clair,
Armstrong and Carstensen.
rocky intertidal (3) Bedrock and boulder shorelines cover the southern two thirds of my mapped area, replaced in
the north by the finer unconsolidated deposits of Eagle River. These waveabove: animal sign waypoints from 14
washed beaches serve both marine and terrestrial creatures as pantry and
visits: blue tones show winter visits and
green tones are from summer. Red &
orange show spring observations.
left: splash-zone lichens in the upper
rocky intertidal west of SAGA lodge.
below: closeup shows importance of
these points to otter - numerous scats
with barnacle and mussel fragments
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acreages from 15 mapped
“veg types” in the Risen
Valleys project area.

left: Steep cliffs enclose the kayak-launching beach southwest from SAGA lodge. This makes for a more “wildlifefriendly” beach access than proposed spurs to the north (see photo, page 5) because the sheer rock does not invite
people or dogs to wander far from the launch area. That frees the nearby shorelines for use by sensitive mammals. right:
Muddy bars are a great place to see who has been using the country. below: Bare river flats (non veg) at the Herbert/
Eagle confluence. “Fs” indicate prospective footings for a bridge that some have proposed to carry hikers north from
scout trailhead to state park without needing to circle round by way of the highway bridges. Very high density of animal
tracks on these bars indicate a bridge here could be quite disruptive to wild mammal movements.
spash-zone lichen that is intolerant of foot traffic, thus
absent from Juneau’s more populated beaches.

primary thoroughfare.
Many sections of this coast are too steep to attract
hikers, a fortunate feature for otter, mink and the recently
colonized hoary marmots. There are already several formal
and informal human trails to coves and points, and more
spurs are proposed. The challenge will be to hang on to the
wild character of these rocky beaches as human use
increases.
In addition to wildlife impacts, the rocky points will
suffer from trampling as more people visit. At extreme
high water some rocks are covered with a lovely white

non-vegetated (2) These types include sandy
beaches, mudflats, river bars, and a few human-disturbed
surfaces. The bare sand and mudflats off the mouth of
Eagle River may at first glance appear empty of nutrients,
but are in fact packed with tiny worms and crustaceans
and molluscs that feed shorebirds, gulls, waterfowl and
corvids. Farther inland, bare river bars are travel corridors
for a surprising variety of mammals. These places were
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above: heavily grazed Lyngbye sedge and
arrowgrass (not a true grass), two of the
most attractive salt marsh species for
resident and migratory waterfowl. right:
April 2003 view NE over the raised delta
south of Eagle River. Boy Scout property
includes the forest at right and the
enveloping uplift meadows. Public lands
include the sandy outer beach and most of the the goosetongue and sedge flats, two distinctive forms of salt marsh that
develop on coarse and fine sediments, respectively. Red dots show approximate position of extreme high tide.
especially important to us on tracking visits when snow
was not available. Our species list for mud-tracks on the
riverside gravel extraction area on the Gelsinger Tract
includes: brown and black bear, wolf, dog, house cat, deer,
otter, mink, red squirrel, long-tailed vole, porcupine,
beaver, marmot, and great blue heron. (On snow the
lighter-footed species like weasel, lynx and hare have
“signed in” here.)

deposited by streams or rivers entering protected bays.
This leads to dominance by Lyngbye sedge, which endures
up to a centimeter of silt burial per year.
But the intertidal deposits at the mouth of Eagle
River salt marshes are quite unusual. Rather than bay-head
mudflats, the deposits actually protrude well out into Lynn
Canal. The river-influenced muddy sedge community is
restricted to small patches along the north and south
banks. Much larger is a lower-growing community of
goosetongue and sea milkwort on coarser sands and
gravels, surrounded by the Boy Scouts’ raised beaches and
uplift meadows. Here, where grazing geese have a choice
between sedges and goosetongue, they clearly spend more
time seeking the latter. The Eagle Beach goosetongue flat
is extremely unique; it may be the largest expanse of this
community type in Southeast Alaska. Because of glacial
rebound, a great deal of this community has been replaced
by invading grasses since I first saw it in 1977.
During the 12 years I spent as caretaker of the Boy
Scout camp, I met hundreds of people who said that this
was their favorite hike in Juneau. Crow Point is the most
common destination, approached either down the outer
sandy beach from the north, or by cutting straight through
the goosetongue flats. Parties traversing these flats
frequently displace geese and other waterfowl. Outside of
hunting season, the birds are fairly habituated to people,
and if not approached directly or too closely, will usually
go back to grazing. If hikers have dogs, however, it is
much harder to avoid flushing waterfowl. Largest numbers
of birds occur during spring and fall migration, but
probably the time of greatest sensitivity is in late winter
and early spring, when resident Vancouver Canada Geese
are on “subsistence rations” and can ill afford to spend
much time in flight.

salt marsh (3) This habitat is restricted mostly to the
northern coastal portion of the study area. Salt-adapted
plants do occur in narrow belts along the margins of the
Amalga salt chuck, but these are not mappable at the scale
of my arcmap project. The majority of salt marsh acreage
within the study area lies downslope from the Boy Scout
property line, defined as mean high water. (According to
Steve Gilbertson this varies slightly from place to place
but averages about 15.4 feet in the Juneau area.)
Salt marsh is an intertidal community of vascular
plants that occurs below extreme high water (locally about
20 feet above the zero tide level, or “mean lower low
water” - MLLW) Salt-tolerant vascular plants survive as
low as about 13 feet above MLLW, so the salt marsh
community encompasses about 7 vertical feet of the upper
intertidal range. Ecologists often divide the salt marsh into
low marsh and high marsh. Locally, low marsh is usually
dominated by Lyngbye sedge, and high marsh by several
mildly salt-tolerant grasses. The transition occurs at about
16- to 17 feet.
For grazing birds and mammals and for rearing
salmonids and other marine fishes, the low marsh is by far
the more valuable portion of the salt marsh. In part this is
because sedges are far more palatable and less fibrous than
grasses. Most salt marshes are blanketed with fine silts
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left: In late June, DSE naturalist Kathy
Hocker searches for bear sign in lush
uplift meadow north of SAGA lodge.
Dominant plants here are lady fern,
lupine and skunk cabbage. above: Early
May view of greening angelicas and cow
parsnips in uplift meadow on the Herbert
River wetlands property
Throughout Southeast Alaska, salt marshes serve as
grazing grounds not only for waterfowl but for mammalian herbivores like deer, moose, porcupine and bear. All
of these grazers prefer to have cover close at hand, and so
the exposed configuration of the Eagle River salt marshes
makes them less than perfect for wild mammals other than
porcupines, who range at will through the milkwort.
Fortunately, the grazers of Risen Valleys have abundant
access to uplift meadow - an equally valuable habitat that
extends far inland, offering better proximity to sheltering
forests.

Ptilium crista-castrensis, form a blanket over the mineral
soil that prevents establishment of the light, winged seeds
of conifer trees and alders. Foresters refer to this as
“capture,” a delay in the succession to forest. From the
perspective of bears and voles, that delay is just fine; the
uplift spruce communities that follow are good for cover
but offer almost nothing to eat. Ironically though, it may
be bears who finally speed the succession to forest, by
their digging activities that expose soil where spruce seed
can germinate.
Throughout the Juneau area, uplift meadows have
been the first sites chosen for residential and commercial
development. They are now nearly absent from the
margins of the Mendenhall Wildlife Refuge. Preserving
uplift meadow as wildlife habitat should be a key element
in longterm planning for Risen Valleys. That means not
only barring roads and structures, but in some cases even
refraining from recreational activities. The two uplift
meadow sites illustrated above currently have no trails and
receive little use from humans and dogs. They should be
left that way.
Homo sapiens evolved on the open savannah, and
people today are still very attracted to the open vistas of
uplift meadow and salt marsh. Still closer in appearance to
our “natal habitat” is the magical parkland of meadow
with scattered groves of uplift spruces such as those
fringing the approach to Amalga Harbor. The human need
for open space can be especially pronounced in generally
forested country like ours.
Responding to this need, and to the ease of trail
construction on well-drained, unforested surfaces, recreational planners typically try to route trails through as
many scenic openings as possible. But in Risen Valleys,
we have already penetrated the parkland with many roads
and trails. I hope that we can henceforth show respect for
wildlife by detouring the remaining prime meadows.
Meadow-avoidance could also offer interesting

uplift meadow (3) is the most globally unique of the
Risen Valleys habitats. It develops on formerly intertidal
land that was raised by glacial rebound above extreme
high water. Very few shorelines worldwide are rising
rapidly enough to create these communities, and fewer still
occur in well-watered climates that nourish chest-high
meadows of succulent herbs.
Eventually the better-drained of these communities
succeed to spruce forest, but for many decades they serve
as key foraging habitats for bears, and year-round home to
long-tailed voles that feed resident weasels and passing
harriers. Nagoonberries are largely restricted to uplift
meadow habitats.
Uplift meadows develop on surfaces created by
former tidal movement through the bottomlands of Risen
Valleys. Where current was slow or backwatered, fine
sediments now underlie wet peaty fens (see below) that
never will succeed to forest. But where sediment is coarse
enough to provide better drainage, plants like fireweed,
bluejoint, buttercup, and hemlock parsley soon colonize.
The species composition of uplift meadows is an
unpredictable mosaic that seems to depend largely on
whatever seeds were first able to sprout on the newly
supratidal ground. Beneath these herbs, the most common
meadow mosses, like Rhytidiadelphus squarrosus and
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left: bear trail through bog on the old wagon road NW of Eagle River
Landing. above: bog NE of 26-mile, Glacier Highway.
recreational opportunities. After all, one of the appealing
features of the meadow parkland is the chance of seeing
wildlife. Chances go way up if the meadow is untrailed. A
short spur from a forest trail that ends at an overlook of the
meadow is a win-win combination; critters get their
undisturbed habitat and humans get their vistas and
wildlife watching. This is a proven design at wildlife
viewing facilities such as Pack Creek on Admiralty Island
(bears) and Blind Slough south of Petersburg (swans).
When humans police themselves and refrain from moving
beyond established limits, wildlife habituates to our
presence.
I would love to see a tree platform, for example, just
north of SAGA lodge, from which the vast uplift meadows
could be scanned with telescopes. Signs there could
request that viewers go no farther into the meadows. A
spur ending at such a view point should be dog-free.
bog (1) is lumped by most Alaskans with fen (described below) under the colloquial term “muskeg.” But
when considering wildlife values it’s important to distinguish these two very different communities. Both are
ancient wetlands with deep peat deposits, but in bogs, the
peat is composed primarily of sphagnum mosses, whereas
in fens the peat is made up mostly of sedges and other
vascular plant remains.
In sphagnum bogs there is little movement of ground
water. Plants are nutrient starved and grow very slowly.
They defend themselves against herbivores with various
toxins, such as the narcotic in Labrador tea. Water is
highly acidic. Grazers find little to eat in bogs other than
berries in season.

Bogs are the most “conservative” habitats in Southeast Alaska. Basal radiocarbon dates from cores in peat
bogs around Juneau range from 9,000 to 12,000 years.
Succession is extremely slow, so slow that academic
ecologists love to argue over which direction it’s going;
are bogs replacing forests, or vice versa? From the
perspective of a human lifetime the answer is moot.
In most of the United States, true bogs are so scarce
and precious that botanists will drive for hours to visit one.
In Southeast Alaska they are abundant. This abundance,
combined with their relatively low value to most wildlife,
suggests that recreational trails through bogs might be a
rational choice in Risen Valleys. Trail construction is
problematic, however, on the soggy surfaces. Single- and
double-plank boardwalks have been used in the past, but
Trail Mix is moving away from this style of trail, prefering
longer-lasting and safer designs. These more labor- and
equipment-intensive trails may be hydrologically disruptive in bogs.

Fen with cottonsedge west of the Methodist Camp. New
boardwalk of treated lumber built by State Parks leads to
bridges over Mayfly and Saturday Creeks.
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above: Beaver marsh
created by damming of
Saturday Creek. This end
near the dam is steepsided. Farther from the
dam the shores are
shallower with more
emergent plants. left:
Mary Willson at smaller
marsh on the Gelsinger
Tract.
fen (2) is a richer type of peatland than bog, somewhat less acidic, with stronger groundwater movement and
more palatable plants for grazers. Sedges often dominate
fens, and many of us have assumed that these inland
relatives to the coastal Lyngbye sedge (for example, Carex
aquatilis and C. sitchensis) provide important food for
grazing bears. But recent bear habitat surveys by Bob
Christensen on Chichagof, Baranof and Admiralty have
found little evidence of sedge grazing in fens compared to
the much heavier use of tidal sedges. Our tracking visits to
fens and uplift meadow in Risen Valleys have likewise
failed to show much grazing of interior sedges. Bears do
use the fens consistently, but are apparently seeking other
non-graminoid herbs, especially umbels. Fen sedges are
more important to deer than to bear, but deer are still
relatively uncommon animals in the Amalga/Eagle area.
Elsewhere in Southeast Alaska, fens may be more
critical to wildlife than they are in Risen Valleys, where
easy access to uplift meadow with even lusher forage
provides other options to grazers. On Admiralty, for
example, generations of beaver create long-lasting dams
on sloping rich fens, resulting in ponded terraces with
waist-high sedges and herbs. This habitat type is lacking in
Risen Valleys.
marsh (3) is an aquatic habitat with standing water
for most of the year, yet shallow enough for emergent
plants like sedges, swamp horsetail and buckbean. The
only extensive marshes in Risen Valleys are in the area
worked by beaver north of the Methodist Camp. But even
small marshes like those on the Gelsinger Tract and other
patches too small to map within SAGA meadows become
wildlife focal points.
The Saturday Creek beaver marsh did not exist on
aerial photos taken in 1948 and 1962. On the 1948 photos
the forest between today’s marsh and the Eagle River has
been freshly logged (p 15). Not until 1979 do backwatered
areas appear on the photos, showing the arrival of beavers.
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For the past quarter century this marsh has been
intermittently occupied. Beaver do best in habitats with
plentiful willow and cottonwood - plants that have been
largely eliminated from Saturday Creek. When the dam on
lower Saturday is well-mudded, the creek goes nearly dry,
and overflow runs directly into Eagle River well upstream
of the Methodist Camp. This of course affects salmon runs
up Saturday Creek below Glacier Highway, which in turn
affects bear activities at the new State Park facilities. On
our visits to the Saturday Creek beaver marsh in 2003, we
saw only occasional fresh cuttings and tracks, indicating
possibly only one beaver.
In addition to beaver systems, marshes can also
develop on poorly drained and compacted silts, for
example the wetlands east of the highway between the 27
mile marker and the turnoff to Windfall Lake trail. A
quaking mat of buckbean, sedges and Drepanocladus
mosses covers much of this wetland - the kind that feels as
though you could sink suddenly to your waist if you
punched through the rhizome mat. Mallards and snipe
breed in this marsh, and it’s possible that western toads do
as well.
Until the mid 1980s, toads were abundant throughout
Risen Valleys, but they have since declined dramatically.
The last mating toads I saw here were in 1992 in a
riverside gravel dredge pond on the Gelsinger Tract. For
the past year I’ve been conducting intensive surveys of
potential toad breeding ponds throughout the Juneau road
system with Bob Armstrong and Mary Willson for
ADF&G.. We know of 2 adult female toads on the
Gelsinger Tract, and so we suspect breeding, but as yet
have found no ponds with tadpoles. It has been fairly easy
to visually scan small marshy ponds like the one illustrated
above, but deeper and more extensive marshes have been
incompletely searched, and may yet hold the elusive toad
larvae.
Our studies so far suggest that the best ponds for
tadpole rearing are shallow, warm, and full of emergent

plants like buckbean. Deeper portions with pond lily help
ensure that the ponds don’t go entirely dry during spring
or summer droughts. We have unsuccessfully searched
several such ponds in the Amalga and SAGA meadows.
Here, too, recent reports of adult and 2nd-year toads
indicate breeding as recently as 2002. It is important to
locate and protect these last breeding ponds. If western
toads continue to decline, we may end up trying to reestablish populations by transplanting larvae, and the
historically known tadpole ponds would be the obvious
first choices for such experiments.
mixed (3) This is quite a variable category that
includes young mixtures of alder, willow, cottonwood and
spruce. These stands are each responding to some kind of
soil-exposing disturbance such as river deposition on point
bars, road-construction, or isostatic uplift at the high tide
line. On the coarse sands of the scout camp area south of
the river mouth, succession usually proceeds directly from
uplift meadow to uplift spruce. Elsewhere, deciduous
shrubs and trees are much more common. This latter
mixed forest is much more valuable to wildlife than the

pure spruce groves.
Examination of the vegtype layer (page 6) shows that
the most extensive area of mixed deciduous/coniferous
forest and thickets lies southeast of the entrance to the new
State Parks facilities. It’s not coincidence that we found
the highest concentration of snowshoe hare tracks here.
Hares do best with lots of willow. Except for this area, the
only large willow thickets in Risen Valleys lie south, on
the Gelsinger Tract. Here we found a second small
population of snowshoe hares.
Mixed forest types are most popular with birders,
because here the diversity of warblers, sparrows and
thrushes is highest. These habitats also support high
populations of mice, voles and shrews, which in turn
attract mustelids and raptors.
uplift spruce (1) Like uplift meadow, these young
spruces grow on formerly tidal surfaces. Eventually the
raised meadow habitats must give way to spruces, but the
transition may be long delayed by the inability of light
spruce seed to penetrate to mineral soil through the
meadow vegetation. The spruces may arrive either as a
above: Spacious mixed
alder/spruce/willow with
lush understory at the
head of SAGA meadows.
This diverse parkland
offers excellent cover
and foraging for large
grazers and songbirds.
Note bear scratch tree.
left: View east up the
mouth of Eagle River,
with contrasting textures
of 5 different forest
types: mixed conifer/
deciduous and uplift
spruces on raised
tidelands; alluvial
floodplain with large,
gappy spruce forest; fan
forest on Mayfly Creek
deposits; close-canopied
blowdown forest on
bedrock upland.
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left: Uplift spruces create intricate parkland along Peterson Creek south of the Amalga salt chuck. From 2001 color
infrared photography commissioned by SWCA consultants. right: Cathy Pohl by open-grown or “wolf tree” on raised
tidelands at Herbert River Wetlands property. Large branches low to the ground show that the tree sprouted in open
meadows without competition from neighbors.
tidal a few centuries ago, nor that alluvial deposits aren’t
found below the road.
Alluvium is generally fairly well drained and nutrient
rich, an ideal surface for fast-growing forests dominated
by spruces, with an understory of devil’s club, salmonberry, and stink current. Trees are typically more widely
spaced than in upland hemlock-dominated forests.
The alluvial stream and riverside forest is the primary
habitat for black and brown bears during salmon time. It
also provides them with their favorite berry bushes and
skunk cabbage. Mink and otter find forage and denning
sites in alluvial forests.
As Europeans settled Southeast Alaska, the great
alluvial forests quickly fell. Drainage for construction sites
is better on alluvium than on upland slopes, and the big
spruces are much more valuable than hemlocks to loggers.

contiguous advancing front, as scattered “open-grown”
individuals, or as small tightly packed groves.
In terms of edible material, there are few habitats less
welcoming than a young spruce forest. Virtually nothing
grows on the forest floor, and the trees themselves feed
only a few bark beetles (cambium) porcupines (needles)
and squirrels (seeds).
It’s not food, but the context of the uplift spruces that
proves valuable to wildlife. Low-limbed conifers and
small groves interspersed through meadows allow grazers
to range farther away from the closed forest. Crowns of
spruces at Eagle Beach provide scanning perches for
eagles, kestrels and herons. Crows nest colonially in the
outlying coastal groves, relying on the dense foliage to
discourage potential nest predators like goshawks.
alluvial (2) These
majestic forests occupy the
now-inactive floodplain of
the Herbert and Eagle Rivers.
It’s difficult to draw the line
between uplift and alluvial
forest types, so I’ve arbitrarily
separated them at the highway. This is not to imply that
lands above the road weren’t
Kathy Hocker by massive
spruces on alluvial deposits
along Peterson Creek about
1/2 mile upstream from the
highway. Large canopy gaps
result in “coarse texture on
air photos, admitting light to
the devil’s club understory
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Juneau alpine club conducting Landmark
Trees assessment at Mayfly Fan,
February 1998. This stand could be
easily accessed by a spur trail from the
new State Parks boardwalk through the
fen west of the Methodist Camp.
In glacial valleys to the south of the
Herbert/Eagle, such as the Mendenhall
and Lemon, bottomland alluvial and fan
forests are almost gone. In the lower
reaches of these valleys, dominant trees
have not had time since the recent Little
Ice Age to reach their full potential size.
But if we allow the alluvial forests of the
Eagle Valley to remain uncut, our great
great grandchildren could visit a Methodist Camp nestled under 7-foot diameter
spruces.
fan (2) These stands form a distinctive subcategory of
alluvial forests. Like stream and river floodplains, alluvial
fans also form by deposition of moving water. But fans
occur at the transition from steep upland to gentle lowland
surfaces, forming convex, inclining deposits of well
drained material, coarsest at the apex and finest at the toe.
Because fans are sloping, even those like the Mayfly
Creek fan close to the ocean have just enough elevation
that the little ice age marine intrusion did not cover them.
Some of the trees on Mayfly fan are therefore older than
those surrounding the cabins at Methodist Camp.
Fans once supported Juneau’s greatest spruces. Large
alluvial fans behind Floyd Dryden Middle School and at
Switzer Village had trees up to 8 feet in diameter and over
200 feet tall. Construction of the proposed golf course on
Douglas Island will completely strip 4 of the last 5
unlogged alluvial fans near the Juneau road system.
Only Mayfly Fan will remain. An interpretive trail

into the handful of big spruces on this fan would serve to
educate Alaskans about the ecological and aesthetic
importance of a fast-vanishing treasure.
blowdown (1) Because fire is rare in Southeast
Alaska, wind is the primary natural disturbance to our
forests. Every century or two, major storms level hundreds
of acres on south-facing wind-exposed slopes, leaving
densely stocked, hemlock dominated, even-aged forests in
their wake. This of course is a generalization. Unlike
clearcut logging, natural disturbances like wind and fire
rarely take down every old tree; survivors remain to
provide a bit of structural diversity.
But young blowdown forests do resemble postlogging second growth in having closed, shady canopies
and relatively unproductive understories without large
amounts of the major winter forage plants for deer.
In the oblique aerial view (page 14), crests of two
exposed ridges that took the full fury of the 1883 gale are
left: View NW to Herbert/Eagle confluence.
Smooth-textured forest canopies outlined in
white dots were blown down by a severe
windstorm in 1883. below: Stand interior at
location of yellow arrow in the aerial view.
Same-aged hemlocks with impoverished
understory of ferns and mosses
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above left: View SE to SAGA meadows from
400 feet on Blowdown Ridge. below left:
James King in century-old clearcut fringing
the old horse-tram route on the upland pass
between Eagle River Landing and SAGA
meadows. below right: 1948 aerial shows
large, fresh clearcut between Saturday Creek
and Eagle River

crowned with blowdown forests. On May 17th, Cathy
Pohl, Karla Hart and I bushwacked the length of
Blowdown Ridge (map, page 1) from SAGA Lodge to the
last summit before the recent Tonsgard clearcut. This route
has been proposed as an alternate spine trail connecting
the Amalga area with the boy scout trail. We found
discontinuous, lightly used trails of bear and porcupine. As
an alternative to an Amalga-Eagle spine trail up the old
wagon road (double-dashed line on 1910 map, appendix
E), this route would have the benefit of steering human
traffic away from the more sensitive coast. Either would
be good for avoiding the bear meadows north of SAGA.
A Blowdown Ridge spine trail, especially where it
approaches the highest 460-foot summit, would be more
difficult to construct than one following the gently graded
old wagon road to the west. It lacks the wagon road’s
potential for spurs to high coastal overlooks, but offers
instead a high vantage over the SAGA meadows, from
which wildlife could be viewed without disturbance, as
well as spectacular views NE to the Herbert and Eagle
Glaciers. Both alternatives keep generally to forested
uplands that I consider relatively low value to wildlife
species of concern. That is not to say that bears, mustelids,
etc, don’t use these habitats, but there is a lot of room and
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cover in the forest for these creatures to
“sidestep” us. Less true in the case of trails
running alongside streams or coastlines, or
transecting uplift meadows.
Another opportunity to redirect development into lower value habitats is available at
the developing State Parks campground near
the Herbert/Eagle confluence. Dispersed,
walk-in campsites are planned in uplift
meadow and mixed spruce/deciduous forest
and shrubland southeast of the mouth of Saturday Creek.
These sites would bring people and dogs into the heart of
one of the region’s busiest wildlife corridors and feeding
areas, pre-empting it not only by day but throughout the
night when mammals are most active. I suggest we
consider the blowdown forest on upland slopes just north
of the highway as an alternative campground location
(photo and yellow arrow, page 14). Steve Merli made an
initial visit to this forest on April 1st, 2003, and found little
wildlife sign. The lowlands between Saturday Creek and
Eagle River are fast evolving into a bear-watching
destination. This is a very inappropriate location for
campsites.
clearcut (1) The oldest of the logged forests in Risen
Valleys are found in narrow belts along the old tram and
wagon routes. They were logged by handsaw in the early
1900s. Trees are overstocked and coming back very
slowly on these generally unproductive sites. Trunks in the
tram-route photo below average only 6- to 8 inches in
diameter. Understory is dark and shady and offers little
forage for grazers or browsers.
The 1948 photos show a more recent clearcut that
targeted larger spruces to 4 feet in diameter north of Eagle

above: Steve Merli by 4-foot diameter stump in
clearcut on Peterson Creek. right: Yellow dot
on 2001 SWCA color infrared aerial shows
location of above clearcut. Smoothest canopy
has high percentage of red alders. below:
Giant spruce in “gappy” old growth in a valley
east of the Boy Scout Camp.
River. Stumps lack the springboard notches left
by earlier handsaw operations. This was an
early chainsaw cut, before the highway was
built. Logs were yarded to the river and floated
out.
On Peterson Creek just upstream from the
highway is a still more recent clearcut. The
original forest still remained on the 1948 photos but was
gone by 1979. Cat yarding resulted in highly disturbed
soils that were colonized by alders. These show in the

2001 aerial as branching stringers of pinkish smoothtexture. While this stand is not a foraging attraction, it has
become a remarkable hangout for bears, with the highest
density of “scratch trees” of any location in Risen Valleys.
Ed Mills took us to this site in April to examine the dozens
of fresh and older healed scars in the 40-foot red alders.
Some are deep scars left by large standing bears. Others
are light scratches that continue far up the tree. Ed feels
that this is a place where sows come to send their cubs
safely up the trees while they go back to the stream to fish.
He has been growled at by bears in this location.
gappy (2) At the far extreme from even-aged
blowdown forests, these are coarse textured forests
growing on upland slopes in the more sheltered lee areas
and in a few non-alluvial valley pockets. On such sites,
individual weakened trees may occasionally fall to wind,
but the forests surrounding them can endure for millennia
without “stand-replacing disturbances.” This is where the
full structural complexity of old-growth can develop.
Stands are multi-aged and multi-layered, usually dominated by hemlocks with just a few large spruces.
Canopy gaps occur when large trees fall. Beneath
these gaps, subcanopy hemlocks slowly reach up to fill the
void, and understory blueberries and deer forbs like
bunchberry flourish for a few decades. Ancient old-growth
forests are therefore not static, but neither is there an
obvious trajectory to their changes. Ecologists have mostly
abandoned the term “climax,” which implies something
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Bear trail in “old” forest. The “old” category in the
arcmap “vegtype” layer is a catch-all, and therefore hard
to characterize. Into this category I placed all mature
forests with fairly uneven canopy texture that could not be
typed as alluvial or highly gappy protected lee slope old
growth.
fixed or final, and now prefer descriptions like “shifting
mosaic steady state.”
In these upland, hemlock-dominated forests, soils are
less productive than on alluvium, and stands of very large
trees are rare. But individual giants may be sprinkled
throughout the gappy, lee slope old growth. The largest
tree I have yet located in the study area is an ancient
spruce at the boundary between Boy Scout and Mental
Health Trust land. This is the model for my 1994 ink
drawing “Old Friends.”
Size and tree age are not always closely correlated,
but in this case they seem to be. This giant may also be the
oldest tree I have found near Juneau. My increment borer
couldn’t reach even close to the center of this 7-foot
diameter spruce, and anyway we encountered heart rot
only 8 inches in from the bark. But those outer 8 inches
contained 250 growth rings.
As for wildlife values, I can only speculate. Certainly
there are winter deer foods in abundance in the gappy, lee
slope old growth, but because most face away from the
low winter sun, snow is deeper in these stands, reducing
their value to deer in hard winters. That snow could be an
attraction for some animals however, such as denning
bears, dormant toads, and voles seeking cover from raptors
and mustelids. Massive limbs on the very large trees also
provide nest sites for marbled murrelets.
old (2) Without ground-truthing every acre of the
project area, I could only map the extremes in canopy
texture as they appear on air photots. Very smooth texture
indicates young, even aged blowdown or post logging
forest, while very coarse indicates fan or floodplain
alluvial when on bottomlands and gappy, protected leeslope old-growth when on upland sites. Everything in
between received the default classification “old.” Some

stands that I’ve lumped here as “old” might not on closer
examination qualify as genuine “old-growth.” It’s safer
just to refer to them as “mature.” They have passed
through the youngest phases of succession, and are at least
on the way to becoming uneven-aged.
Although we can’t demonstrate it from our tracking
data, the important deer wintering areas of Risen Valleys
likely fall within the “old” category. The ideal winter
forest for deer is roughly south facing, which rules out
most of the study area’s gappy, large-tree, north-facing old
growth. But deer also prefer stands with plentiful winter
forbs and blueberry, which rules out the mostly-shady
blowdown forests. That leaves the catch-all “old” forest,
preferably at only a few hundred feet above sea level, far
from wandering dogs, and hopefully, out of the scentrange of wolves.
Obviously, the life of a Risen Valleys deer in winter is
a precarious balancing act. Add to all of the above
considerations the fact that snow is deeper and longerlasting at Eagle River than in Juneau or on Douglas Island,
and the current minor boom in deer numbers at Risen
Valleys may well prove to be just that - a brief anomaly.
Between 1980 and 1992 I saw deer sign at Eagle River
less than once per year.

mapping animal use
Mapping animal activity is like mapping wind - much
harder than mapping rocks or plants. The distribution
maps in the following species accounts are based on a bit
of observation, some knowledge of general habitat
requirements, and a lot of speculation. To create them, I
first queried the arcmap database for each key species,
highlighting all of our field observations and second-hand
reports from others as yellow dots. Absence of dots from
some areas of the map does not of course indicate absence
of the species from that area; it just means we either failed
to detect sign, or never travelled there at all. This has been
a naturalist-style study, not a systematic transect-based
approach, which would have been impossible within our
timing and funding constraints.
Next I added a faint yellow screen indicating inferred
use of habitats similar to those where the species was
recorded. Standards for these range patches vary from
species to species. For example, marmot and beaver are
fairly restricted to special habitat types, and make little use
of the intervening country, while bears use the entire
mapped area. On the bear map I show only the key
lowland foraging areas.
Animals described below are a fairly select group those species most likely to be influenced by changes in
human activities at Risen Valleys.
black and brown bear After the snows melted in
April, fully half of our 2003 tracking efforts were focused
on bears. Because our field study continued only through
June, we we did not observe bear activities on salmon
streams. For that we relied on the experience of residents
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clockwise from upper left: important lowland foraging habitats for bears; bear hair caught on branch stub along major
travel route; “hotfoot trail” caused by consistently placing feet in same tracks; bear bed in uplift meadow at head of
SAGA meadows (gps for scale); bear bed at tree base in uplift spruce forest on Herbert River Wetlands property. Three
scats at bottom contain vegetation, which weathers from olive green to black over the course of a few days.

such as Ed Mills.
The majority of bears in Risen Valleys are black
(Ursus americanus). But a few brown bears (U. arctos)
occur, with apparently greater frequency in recent years.
There are also several color phases of the black bear that
seem to occur more regularly in the Risen Valleys area
than elsewhere in Southeast.
Bear sign is not subtle. We found abundant sign
throughout the lowlands of Risen Valleys, and also in
much of the upland hemlock forest. As Bob Christensen
has noted in his bear habitat surveys on the ABC islands,
bear sign can be divided into ephemeral and perennial
categories. Ephemeral sign includes tracks in mud, scats,
nipped plants, briefly laid-over summer vegetation, hair on
rub trees, and moans of treed cubs (a sign that you are
tracking too enthusiastically). Perennial sign includes
anything lasting longer than a year, such as scratch trees
and “hotfoot trails.”

Between spring emergence and salmon time, bears are
mostly “salad eaters.” Probably the richest salad bowl in
Risen Valleys is the large uplift meadow and fen complex
extending north from SAGA lodge. Dave Traup at SAGA
feels that a half dozen or more individuals are seen per
season in this meadow. Use peaks in May and early June,
when bears disperse more widely, some probably departing to subalpine meadows where the salad is fresher.
Other great foraging meadows include the margins of
Peterson Creek, both above and below the highway, and
the meadow/fen mosaic between 25.5 and 27.5 mile along
Glacier Highway. Much of this habitat, however, is in
close proximity to people and dogs.
An exception is the Gelsinger Tract. For decades, No
Trespassing signs on this land have discouraged most
human use. When I was caretaker of the scout property
throughout the 1980s I often saw or tracked sows with
small cubs using this private area as a nursery. On a June
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Ed Mills by
scratch tree in
second growth
alder stand near
Peterson Creek;
21st visit this year,
I again heard
rhythmic agitated
noises of an
annoyed mother
from a patch of
big spruces.
Exclusion of the
public from this
wonderfully rich
foraging tract has
been a great thing
for bears, especially back in the
days when
Herbert/Eagle
suffered regularly
from abuse by
partiers, plinkers,
squatters and ORV
enthusiasts. I’m
delighted that the
land is now public, but it would be a sad irony if “saving”
the Gelsinger Tract were to put an end to its role as a
nursery area for baby bears. This would be a great place
for Juneau to inaugurate its first dog-free policy, and
possibly even to limit human access in May and June.
Now that State Parks has established an authoritative
presence at Saturday Creek, it’s become a little safer for
bears to show their faces there. I’ve seen almost as many
bears in the creek mouth area during the past year as I did
from 1980 to 1992, when I lived across the river and
passed through regularly. Salmon spawn in Saturday
Creek up to a perched culvert under Glacier Highway,
attracting bears right into the visitor greeting area at the
new State Parks facilities. Michelle Brown has often
watched black bears (and sometimes brown) catching
salmon directly from the Eagle river banks on the State
Park side of the Herbert/Eagle confluence. Mike Eberhart
says than in salmon season in 2002, a half dozen or so
black bears used the State Park, plus a large male brown
bear for a few weeks.
During my entire 12 year period as caretaker of the
scout camp, I saw brown bears only twice in Risen
Valleys. But that is changing, and not only locally. Greg
Streveler says that during his recent stint on the State
Game Board, he heard reports of increased brown bear
sightings throughout the state. Whether this is due to
growing populations or reduced wariness around people is
hard to determine.
Word is spreading about the watchability of bears at
Eagle River. Once again, as at the Mendenhall Visitor
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Center, Lake Eva, and Mud Bay, a bear-viewing scene has
evolved without planning. In this case it’s happening at a
park where families come to picnic. An even worse
combination than picnicking and bearwatching would be
bearwatching from dispersed walk-in campsites. This plan
needs re-evaluation from a committee of bear experts.
Aside from the Herbert/Eagle nexus, the other major
bear concentration area at salmon time in Risen Valleys is
Peterson Creek, especially the forested portion upstream
of the highway as far as the falls. No formal trails enter
this area, and aside from a few anglers and trappers, the
creek sees few people.
That great situation for bears is an historical accident.
The current Peterson Lake trail exactly follows an old path
shown on Adolf Knopf’s 1910 geology map, which
climbed from Pearl Harbor to mines near the lake long
before a coastal highway existed. Ore extraction demanded gentle gradients, so the trail skirted the falls, thus
avoiding the lower reaches where bears catch fish in the
spawning riffles. Certainly miners did not design this trail
as a courtesy to bears, but it provides a great model for
how to move people through the country respectfully.
Below the highway, Peterson Creek curves into the
Amalga salt chuck. These reaches are deeper and less
fishable. I have little personal experience with bear
activity at the salt chuck, but those who fish and hike here
report frequent encounters with bears. Because the salt
chuck is so surrounded by human activity, the few
untrailed sections of shoreline have become especially
important for bears. The southwestern shore between the
road and the outlet is apparently a good place for bears to
pick up drift-down salmon. Alice Rarig and the designers
of the Ernest Gruening loop trail deserve credit for
avoiding this piece of shoreline.
We did not locate any dens during this study. We have
a few reports of dens on Blowdown Ridge and Big Porky
Ridge. Most Risen Valleys bears probably move inland to
higher elevations for denning, where snow cover is deeper
and more persistent.
Both black and brown bears will be coming into
greater contact with people here as recreational use
inevitably grows. Already this has led to food conditioning
and dead bears - both black and brown - at Risen Valleys.
In the case of bears, human impacts are quite different
than with smaller mammals like mink and hare that will
suffer from displacement (the exception described above
could be sows with young cubs at the Gelsinger Tract)
What should concern us more than displacement is its
opposite - that bears will become fatally attracted to
human food or garbage.
Here it is helpful to be clear about the distinction
between food conditioning and habituation. Food conditioning is the positive attraction of bears to human foods to be diligently avoided. Habituation is simply a relaxation
of the fight/flight response to humans, learned from
repeated non-threatening encounters. Managers of bearwatching sites like Pack Creek actually strive for “neutral

left: Mink and otter concentrate on coastlines and streams. middle: Mink scat on unnamed stream above the beaver
marsh on Saturday Creek , right: Mink tracks on Peterson Creek (5.5-inch pencil)
habituation,” that is, bears who are accustomed to humans
and calmly go about their business. Achieving this without
allowing food conditioning requires fairly heavy-handed
people-management Should this also be a goal at Eagle
River State Park? And is that compatible with other uses
of the Park?
wolf For the first half of my residence at Eagle River,
wolves were regular visitors from fall through early
spring. I could hear and track them every few weeks. After
the mid 1980s, they became uncommon out on the coast,
coincident with increased trapping back in the Herbert and
Eagle Valleys that broke up the pack structure.
Bill Wilde and Sharon Hawkins frequently heard and
tracked wolves during the 1990s when they lived near the
turnoff to Amalga Harbor. But since they moved away two
years ago, it’s possible that Risen Valley has seen a decline
in wolf activity. We found no tracks or sign during our
winter 2003 visits, and none of the residents we interviewed could recall recent wolf sign. One report of large
canid tracks unaccompanied by humans at the head of
SAGA meadows was explained when we later heard that a
large malamute was allowed to run freely there this winter.
Increased numbers of deer in Risen Valleys also
seems to fit with the possibility of reduced wolf visits.
As for human impacts to wolves, trapping certainly
heads the list. If people want the opportunity to see or hear
wolves, trapping should be re-evaluated. Proposed trails
and associated increases in human traffic would probably
only affect wolves to the degree that they influenced prey
availability.
Coyote and fox have also been recorded in Risen
Valleys but are extremely rare
lynx For Juneau-area trackers, lynx is the grand prize
- probably the rarest of the regularly occuring carnivores

in coastal habitats. Michelle and Jeff Brown saw a lynx in
the Gelsinger Tract this winter and also several of the past
winters. In late March, 2003, Discovery Southeast
Director Larry West found lynx tracks a few miles up the
Windfall Lake trail, inland from our Risen Valleys study
area but possibly the same individual. A few winters ago,
Sharon Hawkins and Bill Wilde saw a lynx cross the
Amalga road near the Hagen residence.
In 1996, Discovery naturalist Dave Lubin lived at
Amalga Harbor and repeatedly observed and tracked a
lynx that hunted between the head of SAGA meadows and
the Peterson Creek highway bridge. No snowshoe hare
tracks were seen during that period; no doubt the lynx
quickly eliminated any that may have lived there, and then
shifted to other prey like red squirrels.
Like wolf, lynx is probably an irregular visitor to
Risen Valleys. Some trappers feel that an influx of lynx to
the coast occurs as hare populations crash in the interior.
mustelids: otter, mink, marten and weasel The
weasel family Mustelidae contains probably the most
“impactable” wildlife species in Risen Valleys. Of these,
otter and mink are of greatest concern, simply because
their activities are concentrated along coastlines and
streams - places also attractive to people and dogs. Weasel
and marten are also common in Risen Valleys, but they
range more widely through habitats such as upland forests,
many of which will receive little human use for the
forseeable future. (Fisher has recently shown up in the
Juneau area, and we should also have our eyes open to this
possibility. Wolverine is regular on ridgetops and near
glacier termini, but I have no records for Risen Valleys.)
I’ve combined the range map for mink and otter,
because both were found to use all coastal and stream
habitats that we checked, and I can point to no qualitative
differences in our “dot records.” Occasionally these
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left: Tracks of an
otter family on
sandy bar below
Herbert/Eagle
confluence (gps
minus antenna is 5
inches). top right:
Dungie carapace
with otter tooth
marks, from
midden on coast
north of Amalga
salt chuck. middle
right: James King
examines a
generation’s worth
of fish bones from
otter scat at den
entry on coast
west of Jensen
Arboretum. below right: Kathy Hocker studies a marten
set on Peterson Creek about .3miles above the highway
aquatic mammals range far from water, for example on
June 19th this year when I noted otter tracks on Herbert
Glacier trail over a mile from the river or any significant
stream. But otter and especially mink that stray too far
from water are at extreme risk. On a bushwack years ago
through the forested and essentially streamless pass
between SAGA meadows and the Boy Scout Trail, my
friend’s aged 40-pound female setter pranced up to us
carrying a dead adult male mink. I was perplexed because
I considered Whittaker one of the wimpiest and least
aggressive dogs I knew. That mink simply had no cover.
It’s hard to say anything definitive about human
impacts on mustelids. There’s been little research on the
subject. I have only my impressions from years of tracking, and some opinions about what constitutes healthy and
unhealthy environments for these furtive animals.
If I wanted reassurance that people have little power
to impact the lives of mustelids, I would point to otters that
climb out on boat decks in downtown harbors,
scentmarking the upholstery, or to the succession of new
haulouts that otters have created along the University’s
Auke Lake shoreline, as developments preempted the
older ones. But I don’t really believe wild animals can so
easily slip around us. The downtown Juneau otters are the
“pigeons” of the mustelid world, the rare individuals
(possibly young dispersers) who will risk human traffic if
the pickings are good enough. Self-respecting mustelids
need wilder country.
Winter tracking shows clearly that many of Juneau’s
streams and rivers are essentially empty of mink and otter
sign. An Alaskan stream without resident mink or otter is
sick. Invertebrate ecologists say that when streams lack
mayflies, stoneflies and caddisflies (the “EPT” orders)
something is wrong. I feel the same about mustelids.
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When people and dogs inhabit or recreate along the
margins of streams and rivers, mustelids learn to avoid
them. Shallow streams lack escape cover. Study the
Juneau Trails map and you will notice that almost every
named stream and river that crosses our road system has a
recreational trail running the length of it. Streams lacking
formal trails, such as Douglas Island’s Peterson Creek,
instead have informal angler’s trails. Many are trapped.
Rocky coastlines are also important to mink and otter.
Dens and haulouts and shell or bone middens are common
from Jensen Arboretum to the last rocky beaches south of
the scout camp. Points and bluffs are especially popular.

Above the sandy beach at Crow Point is another traditional otter haulout spot at the ryegrass edge, but this one
is mostly visited at night because of heavy daytime human
traffic.
Fortunately for mustelids, most of the marine coastlines of Risen Valleys are too steep to entice trail builders.
Coastal spur trails might cause local displacement, but
they would probably create greater problems for hoary
marmots who are committed to the vicinity of their burrow
systems, and cannot swim away to quieter beaches when
people arrive. A consideration in design of beach spur
trails is whether the coastline on either side of the destination is easily traversable by people and dogs (see photo of
kayak beach, page 7). The best hiker destinations from the
perspective of mink and otter are coves enclosed by steep
rock beaches.
In February 1996, on naturalist Dave Lubin’s recommendation, I chose Peterson Creek for a teachers’
workshop in tracking and sign interpretation. I had scouted
many Juneau streams looking for a good variety of
mammal sign, but found little until I got to Risen Valleys.
On Peterson Creek there was wonderful sign diversity. In
addition to the lynx tracks described above, interlacing
trails of weasel, mink and otter threaded the entirety of the
creek bottom. At the time, Dave Lubin told me he saw
very little sign of dogs at Amalga, either with or without
humans. Today, almost every home at Amalga has one or
more dogs. Winter tracking has become much less diverse.
Other factors may of course apply, such as trapping,
poaching, and frequent illegal 4-wheeler traffic by a local
teenager. Opinions differ on which of these factors is most
important. Ed Mills, for example doesn’t think dogs have
much effect, but would like to see an end to trapping in the
area:
“Trapping and hunting (waterfowl, bears, deer, etc.)
should be banned. More deer are seen in the area every
year. I’m not anti-hunting/trapping, but this area is small
and will have more hiking traffic.” (letter to the trails
committee from Ed Mills - May 16, 2003)
I agree with Ed about trapping. On a February 24th
hike upstream along Peterson Creek from the highway,
Kathy Hocker and I found traps for mink and marten,
beginning at .3 miles from the bridge (immediately above
the quarter-mile prohibition zone). Because mustelids
from this reach undoubtedly range downstream to the
highway and beyond, depletion here affects the entire
lower stream.
If we want to hang on to a few local streams with a
full complement of mustelids, we’ll find we need to
exclude trapping, ORVs and dogs. Lynn Schooler, another
Amalga resident, recognizes the negative effects of dogs
but feels that a “hard and fast rule” will alienate people.
Lynn recommends polite requests for leashes at strategic
times and places, and public education about dog impacts.
How we might exclude dogs (or trapping) is admittedly a delicate question. It may take as long for awareness
to grow on this subject as it has in the case of smoke-free

public buildings.
Hopefully, when
we finally reach
that concensus,
there will still be
a few mustelids
left to recolonize
our streams.
black-tailed
deer It’s hard to
predict whether
deer will be a
significant
presence in Risen
Valleys in coming
decades; they
have not been in
the recent past.
But throughout
the Juneau area, it is increasingly common to see deer
grazing on the road margins in the morning and evenings.
We found deer sign on almost every tracking visit to Risen
Valleys in 2003. Wintering deer used the meadows and
upland forest north of the Methodist Camp, and the forest
surrounding Peterson Creek. We also found deer tracks
and browse sign in the Gelsinger Tract. Highbush cranberry was clipped a meter above the ground. Only once in
the 1980s did I see deer sign in this area.
Recent mild winters are certainly a factor in the rise of
deer. Wolves (see above), may have made fewer visits to
Risen Valleys in recent years. And we may also be seeing a
behavioral change in deer, similar to that which occurred
on Mitkof Island after hunting was closed in the 1970s.
Deer became as tame around Petersburg as in some New
York and California suburbs, even eating apples from
peoples’ hands. Hunting still occurs around Juneau, of
course, but as with trapping, it is illegal within a quarter
mile of roads. This creates a “roadside refuge” that may
be concentrating deer, at least where they don’t get
harassed by dogs. To the extent that wolves avoid roads
and development, this could also create a refuge effect for
deer near people.
snowshoe hare In winter, hares are browsers of
deciduous shrubs such as willow, and saplings of cottonwood. Consequently, hares are restricted in Southeast
Alaska to a few mainland sites near the mouths of large
transboundary rivers. They can also do well near receding
glaciers like the Herbert, Eagle and Mendenhall, because
of the abundance of early successional deciduous
shrubland (The hares of Douglas Island are a mysterious
anomaly - a sparse but apparently enduring population that
subsists in almost total absence of the shrubs they are
thought to require.) An apparent gap of about 25 miles
separates Juneau’s snowshoe hares from sparse populations on Taku River near the Canadian Border. According
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ski loop. Because this area is
also important to bears in
season, and is used by
mustelids, it would be a great
place to think about restricting
dogs. A secondary concentration
is in the Gelsinger Tract.

Highest
concentrations of
snowshoe hares
in Risen Valleys
are west of the
Herbert/Eagle
confluence on
State Parks land.

rodents:
porcupine It would be
pointless to map porcupine
distribution in Risen Valleys
because they are so ubiquitous.
As with red squirrels, porky
sign was so abundant that we
only took notes and waypoints
for particularly interesting
observations. We probably spent
as much time trying to determine what was not porcupine
sign - for example the clipped
herbs and mashed vegetation in uplift meadows that could
have been grazing evidence of either porky or bear.
Porcupines are the dominant vertebrate herbivores in
Risen Valleys. Like bear and deer, they dine on meadow,
salt marsh and streamside herbs throughout the summer,
but in winter they shift to a diet of hemlock cambium and
spruce needles that neither of their larger competitors (or
even beaver) can stomach. Here, where the formidable trio
of wolves, cold winters and people/dogs have kept deer at
very low numbers, porcupines replace them as the main
sculptor of forest succession. In some stands of large old
hemlocks, nearly every tree base has multiple wounds
from centuries of
cambiumgnawing. These
scars slowly

to MacDonald and Cook’s The Mammals of Southeast
Alaska:
“Snowshoe hares on Douglas Island were introduced
there from Haines stock [just prior to 1920]. The hares on
the mainland near Juneau were most likely derived from
these animals.”
Technically, therefore, Juneau’s hares could be
considered “invasive species.” But I’ve never heard any
complaints about the hare introduction, especially here on
the coast where they don’t seem to explode in numbers
cyclically as in the interior.
Unlike rabbits, hares do not dig a burrow for escape
from predators. They rely instead on camouflage and
speed. Juveniles in spring are especially vulnerable.
The highest density of hares in Risen Valleys - as you
might guess from the distribution of willow shrubland - is
just east of Saturday Creek in the area of the crosscountry

left: Porky trails in meadow are narrower and more meandering than bear.
middle: Stripped bark of hemlock - smaller incisor marks than beaver’s.
right: Porky tracks on Eagle River sand bar.
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above: Beaver tracks on Saturday Creek near the new footbridge. Notebook is
8 inches long. below: Beaver-felled hemlock at edge of the large marsh on
Saturday Creek. Normally beaver bypass the relatively hard-wooded hemlocks
if they have adequate willow, cottonwood or even alder. Logged hemlocks
indicate a stressed population in suboptimal habitat.
heal, but provide entry points for fungal and insect
pathogens that weaken and eventually kill the hemlocks.
Porkies are rare examples of a wild species that
usually comes out on the happier end of a tangle with
dogs. They are not displaceable by increased recreation
but are very vulnerable to roadkill, especially in spring and
fall dispersal and mating seasons.
beaver Unlike porcupine, beaver tend to be a boom
& bust species. On most smaller stream/meadow systems,
beaver come and go over the decades. They dam the
stream, backwatering a pond system over marsh or
shrubland and often drowning a few coniferous trees at the
high water line. Summer foods are usually not limiting if
the pond has aquatic plants and a broad enough herbaceous margin. But within only a few years on small
streams, beaver clean out the deciduous trees and shrubs
that provide their winter staples. (On larger ponds and
lakes, pond lily roots can sustain more perennial, less
cyclic populations). The pond is abandoned, the dam
erodes, waters recede, shrubs and sedges reinvade the
nutritious pond mud, and within a few years the stage is
set for return of beaver.
During all phases of this productive cycle, the beaver
is a “keystone” species, creating habitat for a huge variety
of other animals, from dragonflies to coho fry to roughskinned newts, wood pewees and flying squirrels. This is
best seen at Saturday Creek, where drowned spruce snags
have reached advanced stages of decay, allowing redbreasted sapsuckers to drill nesting cavities. On abandonment, these are used by birds as diverse as chickadees,
sawhet owls and hooded mergansers. Grazing mammals
also benefit during the pond abandonment phase when
lush herbs are advancing.
My range map shows three areas with beaver workings, on Saturday, Strawberry and Peterson Creeks. There
is also sign along both Herbert and Eagle Rivers. These of
course are too large to dam, but beaver use them as
corridors. Glacial rivers fluctuate strongly and bank

denning is unlikely where entries would often be exposed.
The easiest beaver pond to examine in Risen Valleys
is on the ocean side of the highway at 24.6 mile. A long,
curving dam holds water from a hillside tributary stream
well above the level of nearby Peterson Creek. Beaver
have also built ambitious dams in Strawberry Creek on
private properties in the 26-mile area, but these have been
dismantled by people.
muskrat These are fairly uncommon in Risen
Valleys, where most streams are only deep enough to
provide them with adequate cover when beaver are
actively maintaining their dams. Because beaver are an
erratic presence in most parts of Risen Valleys, muskrat
are even more so. I believe I glimpsed a muskrat swimming in a beaver slough near the highway at 27.3 mile. It
disappeared at an undercut bank but I photographed a
runway in sedges there that was too narrow for beaver.
hoary marmot I don’t believe there were any sealevel marmots in the Amalga-Eagle area when I moved
there in 1980. The first marmots at Eagle River Scout
Camp arrived around 1990. Today they are patchy but
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left: Probable muskrat runway leads from bank of deep, beaver-excavated slough. middle: Marmots have recently
occupied rocky beaches and a few inland sites. right. Loping track of marmot in cove west of SAGA lodge. bottom: Very
tame yearling marmot in coastal cove.
populations in spruce forest than in hemlock-dominated
old growth. Optimum squirrel habitat is open-canopied
spruce forest near meadow or thicket habitats, providing a
range of summer and winter foods. But like porcupines,
red squirrels are so ubiquitous throughout the study area
that we rarely bothered to take waypoints or map squirrel
observations. Also like porcupines, red squirrels are able
to survive in close proximity to dogs, and seem unlikely to
be affected by increased human activities or trail building.
Flying squirrels - with occasional exceptions - are as
cryptic as red squirrels are blatant. I lived for years at
Eagle River before they decided to pay me a visit. Prior to
that, my only clue they were around was an amazingly
fluffy tail dropped by an owl in the alders below my cabin.
Flying squirrels are nocturnal. An adult pair began to
squeeze into my museum room at night and chase each
other over the glass cases. They didn’t seem to mind me
watching by flashlight. They were large-eyed and innocent
looking, but their poop was messier than red squirrels’ and
after a week or so I decided to seal them out.
Unlike red squirrels, flying squirrels are cavity
nesters. We recently saw one in an abandoned sapsucker
hole in a snag at the margin of a beaver marsh in Saint
James Bay. But flying squirrels are very hard to study, and
little is known about their habitat needs in Southeast
Alaska.

widespread along the Risen Valleys coastline. This
normally subalpine species apparently has a gene for
wanderlust that sends certain individuals far from their
high mountain meadows in search of new habitats.
Marmots need a secure burrow - preferably in rocks
too large for bears to move - near a lush meadow or upper
border of a salt marsh. Marmots have even moved into a
pile of riprap boulders on the Gelsinger Tract.
Marmots are slow runners and must find a site
productive enough to supply their salad needs from May
to September within a very short radius of their burrows.
Wolves can be quite successful at hunting marmots in
subalpine meadows - sometimes to the point of temporarily cleaning out a colony. Perhaps marmots, like deer,
are beginning to take advantage of the human exclusion of
wolves from lowland habitats. Most wolf use of Risen
Valleys occurs in winter, and at that time marmots are
safely underground.
red and flying squirrel Red squirrels are the most
visible mammals in the study area. They reach denser

small rodents and shrews Small mammals of Risen
Valleys include deer mouse, long-tailed vole, red-backed
vole, bog lemming and masked shrew. Shrews are not
rodents but I lump them here with mice and voles because
of their shared position at the bottom of the great mammalian food pyramid. All of these species were captured and
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left: Shrew trail and
snow tunnel near the
SAGA ropes course,
February 24, 2003
right: Heron tracks on
sand bar at Herbert/
Eagle confluence.

brought to me at Eagle Beach by a friend’s cat that I
babysat periodically.
Cats probably constitute the largest “human” impact
on small mammals in Risen Valleys. It’s a very significant
impact within the ranges of individual cats, but fortunately
they don’t get as far as dogs from their houses, and they
don’t accompany hikers on trails.
I have several times found cat tracks deep into the
Gelsinger Tract. Michelle Brown says that cats are
sometimes abandoned there. Another area where we found
cat tracks up to a quarter mile from houses was near the
highway bridge over Peterson Creek. In addition to small
mammals, cats of course are serious predators on nesting
songbirds.
birds - Small birds nesting close to Risen Valleys
residences are vulnerable to free-ranging cats. But our
study has focused primarily on impacts that could come
with increased recreation in the area. In that regard, the
most “impactable”species are probably water birds like
Canada geese and great blue heron. These birds and other
waterfowl are often flushed by hikers on mudflats, river
bars and salt marshes. If that only occurs a few times per
day, birds may circle and return. But with increased traffic,
the energetic costs of flushing begin to outweigh the
benefits of foraging in those locations. An example is the
goosetongue flat below the scout camp on a sunny
weekend, when parties may cross more than once per
hour. Here is a place where an interpretive sign might
explain the importance of the marsh, and politely suggest
detouring via the outer beach when grazing birds are
present. Another area where geese and herons forage is
along the northern margins of the Amalga salt chuck.
When trails were proposed that encircled the chuck, many
people objected, recognising the value of retaining a few
quiet pockets, not only for the birds, but for those who
enjoy seeing them.
David Waters and Kristie Allen have seen fluffy
chicks of great blue heron this spring near the Boy Scout

trailhead. I never
located a rookery, but
there must be at least a
few nests in Risen
Valleys.
Other birds to be
alert for are nesters on
exposed river bars,
such as spotted
sandpiper and semipalmated plover. Eggs are
well camouflaged and easy to crush accidentally. Chicks
are vulnerable to unleashed dogs.
On a recent July visit to an untrailed part of coastal
Admiralty Island, I was struck by how often we flushed
families of blue grouse. Concerned mothers sat on low
branches clucking to plump, shockingly naive chicks that
walked 5 feet under my camera. It occurred to me later
that, while it is still possible to encounter several grouse
broods on a high-country bushwhack in the mountains
above Juneau, I rarely see them near sea level. Any bird
with the nickname “fool hen” is probably a poor bet for
surviving along a dog-traveled trail.
amphibians Discovery Southeast is conducting a
2002-03 study of amphibian breeding ponds within a half
mile of all Juneau-area roads. In the course of that work
we have surveyed many of the ponds in Risen Valleys.
One of the primary motivations for our study is the
dramatic decline in western toad throughout Southeast
Alaska and the rest of its range down to California.
Interviewing dozens of longterm Southeast residents
about their toad memories, we consistently hear that “they
used to be everywhere” but became uncommon in the late
1980s or early 1990s. This matches exactly my experience
in Risen Valleys, where I lived until 1992.
I’ve described toad breeding habitat in the preceding
section on freshwater marshes. Many suitable ponds exist,
especially on the Gelsinger Tract and southward through
the fens and uplift meadows on private land southwest of
the highway. I suspect there is at least one undocumented
tadpole pond here, because I found an adult female near
the scout trailhead on June 21st this year, and Kristie Allen
has had another on her property nearby. She has probably
had this same individual for several summers now.
The other less optimistic interpretation is that these
two females are ancient survivors of a population that
hasn’t reproduced since the early 1990s.
Rough-skinned newts also occur in Risen Valleys, but
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left: female western toad, Boy Scout trailhead area. right:
female rough-skinned newt from pond on Strawberry
Creek near 26-mile.
who kept toads, frogs, or newts as pets and then released
them. Although illegal, this is common practise even
among teachers, who capture amphibians for educational
purposes but don’t understand the consequences of
introductions, which include disease spreading, swamping
of gene pools, and displacement of native species.

we know little about their distribution. On June 8th we
trapped two adult females in a deep pond near 26-mile.
A better-known newt population inhabits ponds at 18mile. We learned last year that these newts were introduced in the 1960s from Shelter Island by Sam Ritter.
Until recently we assumed that all Juneau mainland newts
were offshoots from this introduction. But the 26-mile
discovery, and others found on Douglas Island, are raising
the possibility that newts are native to the mainland.
Unfortunately, with amphibians there are always
strong possibilities of human introductions. Since beginning our study last year I have heard from several people

dogs and wildlife
Though most of us do not have the tracking skills to
notice, most of Juneau’s trails are relative “dead zones” for
sensitive wildlife species. The list of easily displaced
critters includes all mustelids (weasel, mink, marten,
otter), certain rodents (mice, voles, marmot), snowshoe
hare, deer, waterfowl, grouse and ptarmigan. All of these
species can become habituated to human presence when
not hunted or unduly harassed. None, however, tolerate
dogs. Even well behaved and leashed dogs leave odor on
trails that spells “keep out!” to most of our wild mammalian neighbors.
Consider the following experience. When I lived at
Eagle River scout camp I had a long succession of “cabin
weasels” who would begin visiting in early winter as their
coats were turning white. They’d slip in through cracks
and entertain me at night, sometimes running across the
desk as I worked. Throughout the winter, my cabin mice
would disappear, returning only when weasels left in
spring. I could monitor weasel activities not only by direct
observation but through the maze of tiny tracks they left in
the snow around the cabin.
I often went for weeks at a time without visitors.
Occasionally friends or strangers would stop in to visit,
and some brought dogs. The weasel smell fascinated the
dogs, who would poke their noses into every nook and
cranny. The diurnal dogs didn’t overlap temporally with
the nocturnal weasels, but dog odor was a potent repellant.
It would usually be days before I saw weasel tracks near
the cabin again. I like dogs, but I like weasels better, and
after a few years of the weasel-dog seesaw, I got pretty
tired of hosting these disruptive domestics.
In the broader context of Southeast Alaska, the
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question of dog-wildlife interactions may rank relatively
low as a conservation issue. Only along the roads and
trails surrounding our towns and cities do dogs displace
most of the potential mix of wild animals. There’s plenty
of dog-free streams for mink in unroaded country like
Berner’s Bay and Admiralty Cove. So don’t humans
deserve a few places to exercise their canine cohorts?
Clearly our dogs don’t threaten the Southeast-wide
survival of wild species. But as a naturalist-educator, I fear
the results of living and teaching in a land depleted of wild
animals. We and our children should know these wary
neighbors, and understand our relationship to them.
Without such understanding, the greenest of intentions go
astray.
So I want to hang on to the very few places near
Juneau where dogs rarely go, and where school children
can ski up creeks and beaver flows past interlacing trails
of weasel, mink, and otter. The nearest such place to
downtown Juneau is Risen Valleys. That’s one of the
primary reasons that Discovery Southeast naturalists
accompany school groups on full-day and overnight trips

to the Methodist Camp. Ordinarily our preference is to
teach kids about where they live - the immediate surroundings of their schools and homes. But we can’t show them
much mustelid sign in those places.
The key habitats for most of Juneau’s mammals and
birds are streamsides and river corridors, coastal fringes,
salt marshes, uplift meadows, subalpine flower fields, and
sedge fens. How many of these habitats have we left
unroaded and untrailed near Juneau? Humans need these
places too, for beckoning views, relief from forest claustrophobia, and, of course, for the chance of seeing
wildlife. But our chances are best when we tread lightly, as
individuals and as a community.
This report suggests how we might do that. Careful
design of new trails (and re-routing of old) to avoid the
remaining quiet patches of key habitat is one good
strategy. But in my opinion, the single most important
thing we can do as individuals to be better friends to
wildlife is to leave our dogs at home when we venture into
sensitive habitats.

appendices (for vegtype layer see p. 6)
appendix A - Risen Valleys fisheries
Two glacial rivers and several smaller streams
traverse the Risen Valleys. The following information
comes from the ADF&G anadromous stream catalogue.
Eagle River Spawning: coho, pink, chum, Dolly
Varden, and cutthroat trout. Most tribs contain rearing
dollies and coho. Two glacial lakes in headwaters may
provide overwintering habitat for dollies. Remote tribs
under Goat Mountain provide brown bear fishing habitat.
Herbert River Spawning: coho, pink, chum and
sockeye salmon, Dolly Varden, cutthroat and steelhead
trout. Lake at base of Herbert Glacier is presumed dolly
wintering habitat.
Windfall Lake and Creek flow into Herbert River
above the Risen Valleys project area. The lake is 300
acres, and 35 feet deep, hosting all of the above fish
species plus stickleback and cottids. An outlet weir
operated from June to August, 1989 counted 3864 adult
sockeye salmon. More than 1000 sockeyes are removed by
anglers annually. The lake is also an exceptional producer
of coho salmon.
Peterson Creek Spawning: coho, pink, chum and
sockeye salmon, Dolly Varden, cutthroat and rainbow/
steelhead trout. Peterson Lake contains small Dolly Varden
and a few stocked rainbow trout. Downstream from the
falls is the most popular steelhead fishery on the Juneau
road system and second only to Cowee Creek for coho.

Amalga Harbor has been a release site for large numbers
of DIPAC chum fry since 1990. A net at the stream mouth
is intended to prevent over-escapement of chum salmon
into the creek. In Salt Lagoon, anadromous fish undergo
fresh- to salt-water physiological changes.
Strawberry Creek Spawning: coho, pink, and
sockeye salmon, Dolly Varden, and cutthroat trout.
Rearing salmonids are seen throughout all of its many
slow tributaries. Probable spawning habitat is found in the
forested hillside sections of the 4 branches, where gradient
increases. Little is known, however, about extent of
spawning.
Uncatalogued streams:
Saturday Creek Spawning salmon are stopped by a
perched culvert at Glacier highway. In 2002, beaver
activity upstream nearly dewatered the creek, and the
marsh instead drained directly into Eagle River. Rearing
salmonids can be seen throughout.
Mayfly Creek This is an informal name bestowed by
Discovery naturalists during aquatic invertebrate field
trips. We haven’t observed spawners, but rearing salmonids can be seen throughout.
SAGA Creek I’m told that spawners come up nearly
to the lodge. We saw salmonid fry all the way up into the
head of SAGA meadows.
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critical wildlife habitat than the proposed dispersed
campsite locations between Saturday Creek and the
Herbert/Eagle confluence. From this higher elevation,
spectacular views could be had of the Eagle estuary and
Chilkat Mountains, while maintaining a greater distance
between campers and nocturnal wildlife - especially bears
- on the flats below. State Parks is currently negotiating
with USFS to receive this upland tract (appendix C), along
with the lower picnic area.
Possible problems with this upland location include
gradients prohibitive to road access, and unravelling of the
forest after openings have been created for roads and
campsites.
p. 19 Prohibit dogs from entering the Gelsinger Tract.
This area has been historically largely dog-free. It is
debateably the richest and most sensitive wildlife habitat
in Risen Valleys (upper SAGA meadows is another close
contender). Such a restriction is consistent with the
purpose of the conservation easement:
“ to assure that the Property will be retained forever
. . . .as coastal habitat for fish, wildlife and plants.”
Allowing dogs (on or off leash) to enter this so-far
dog-free property would severely alter the traditional
patterns of wildlife use.
p. 19 A committee should be formed to evaluate and
provide guidance for proposed developments near Eagle
estuary affecting human-bear relationships (eg, proposed
dispersed campsites, described above). This group should
include State Parks managers, ADF&G area biologists,
and managers of bear viewing sites such as John Neary,
USFS. A great deal has been learned from experiences
with human-bear interactions at places like Pack and Anan
Creeks. This experience can prevent the mistakes that are
sure to arise when a new bear-viewing site “just happens.”
p. 22 The present kayak-launching cove southwest
from SAGA lodge is the best of several coastal spur trail
destinations from the point of view of wildlife impacts.
This “pocket beach” is enclosed by steep cliffs on both
sides, that do not invite people or dogs to venture far from
the cove.
In contrast, the cove northwest from SAGA lodge,
and the adjoining Eagle River Landing (1910 map,
appendix E. See also photo on p. 6) are conducive to
extended beach walks. This beach is regularly visited by
parties from SAGA lodge, who access it from the old tram
route. If a spine trail were built along this tram route,
connecting with the old wagon road (double-dashed line,
appendix E), these beaches would see a huge increase in
human traffic. It’s impractical to route the trail far enough
inland that hikers would not turn out to these beaches.
In other words, the proposed spine trail will irretrievably alter the character of these delightful beaches. There
is one way to meditate the impacts however, and that is to
make spur trails to the beaches dog-free. I believe that in
the absence of dogs, mustelids here would habituate to
humans, and sightings of otter and mink would become
more, not less, frequent.

appendix J - Recommendations
Numbers below reference the pages where these ideas
were introduced in the text. Discussion on those pages
provides background for the recommendations.
p. 8 & 26 The Scout Camp and enclosed salt marsh
on public land is a key area for migratory waterfowl and
shorebirds during migration, and for overwintering
Vancouver Canada Geese. Times of greatest sensitivity are
from mid-April to June, September through November,
and (for resident geese) March through April. Both the
northern sedge flats and the central goosetongue flats
(oblique photo, p 8) host large numbers of birds. These
birds are easily flushed by hikers and dogs.
An interpretive sign with map of the flats should
identify the sensitive areas and seasons and ask that hikers
detour these flats enroute to the outer beach and Crow
Point. The sign could point out that when people stick to
predictable routes, birds and other wildlife become
habituated, and thus more easily observable at closer
ranges.
p. 9 Uplift meadows north of SAGA, along Peterson
Creek, and in the Gelsinger Tract are major wildlife
foraging areas. These globally rare habitats have been
heavily impacted elsewhere along the Juneau road system.
No new trails should be constructed through remaining
intact uplift meadows. There are opportunities, however,
for spurs from forest trails that “dead-end” at the edges of
meadows, providing observation points for wildlife
viewing. These overlooks - possibly even elevated
platforms - will only work if the great majority of users
respects a request not to travel farther into the meadow.
Spurs to such wildlife viewing areas should be dog-free.
p. 11 We have still not identified any western toad
breeding ponds in Risen Valleys, but continued reports of
adults and subadults suggests that such ponds exist.
Intensive searches for tadpole ponds should be conducted.
Breeding toads vocalize in late April and early May; this is
a good time for scouting. It’s important to locate and
protect breeding ponds of this declining species.
p. 14 Construct a spur trail from the new State Parks
boardwalk on Mayfly Creek into the Landmark Trees acre
on Mayfly Fan. The spur should branch off from the
existing trail just after it enters the toe of the fan, and head
west 200 feet to a cluster of 3 large spruces. At the largest
spruce a horseshoe-shaped platform could envelop the tree
base, allowing close approach without trampling the soil
and vegetation. Viewing platforms should accomodate at
least 15 students (one half of a typical class).
Discovery Southeast naturalists have taken several
classes into this big-tree forest, but the site is beginning to
show signs of trampling. A boardwalk would contain
future traffic and make it easier to control the impacts of
educational visits. The Landmark Trees Project can
provide material for interpretive signs and booklets.
p. 15 & 19 Survey the 1883 blowdown forest above
the USFS Eagle River picnic area for a potential State
Parks campground. This upland forest appears to be less
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